Eckenstein in The Burlington Magazine viii (1905-1906), pl. on 167 [upper] cf. 165-6
Hierakonpolis. Main Deposit.
v.193-4
Slate palette of Namor (verso), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

Eckenstein in The Burlington Magazine viii (1905-1906), pl. on 167 [lower] cf. 166
Abydos. Umm el-Qâ‘âb. Remains from debris
v.89A
Ivory fragment with row of captives bound together.

Abydos Site. Tomb of Djer.
v.79A
Bracelets of a Queen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 52008-11.

v.40A
Ivory statuette of King, Protodinastic, in London, British Museum, EA 37996.

v.46A
Ivory statuette of Khufu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36143.

Abydos Umm el Qâ‘âb. Name Unknown (B.9)
v.87A
Ivory with Libyan captive.

Tell Baqlîya. Miscellaneous
iv.40A

iv.195A
East Wall, Papyrus pool and doves.

iv.195A
West wall, parts of fresco.

‘Amâma. N. Palace Green Room.
iv.195A
East wall, shrike.

iv.195A
West wall, parts of fresco.

iv.195A
West wall, kingfisher.

Duthuit in The Burlington Magazine lxvi (1935), 277-8 with plate 801-799-850

The Burlington Magazine cvi [731] (Feb. 1964), Advertisements, fig. on xxxii [lower]
801-445-603

Lee in The Burlington Magazine cvii [744] (March 1965), 161 fig. 74
Deir Durunka. Tomb of Amenhotep, Dyn. XIX.
iv.269A
Left wall, right part, Amenhotep, wife and three relatives, in Cleveland OH, Cleveland Museum of Art, 63.100.

The Burlington Magazine cix [766] (Jan. 1967), Parke-Bernet Advertisement, v, vi
Omit
Royal head, Dyn. XXII, <<>>.
Coffin of Pedusiri, New Kingdom.

Male head, basalt, probably Dyn. XXX.

Upper part kneeling statue of Amenhotep, guardian of the chamber of Amun, Gardener of Amun, mid-Dyn. XVIII.

Head of a King, Dyn. XXVI or later, sandstone.

Fragment of relief, Khepri standing, Dyn. XIX, in Urbana Champaign IL, Krannert Art Museum.

Quartzite bust with Min engraved on chest, Dyn. XIX.

Male head, probably granite, mid-Dyn. XVIII.

Painted fragment, man seated, Dyn. XVIII.

Painted box, hawk on lid, scenes with divinities, Late Period.
Granite head, Middle Kingdom(?), with Herzer (dealer), Munich.

The Burlington Magazine cxii [803] (Feb. 1970), fig. on lxiii
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramessês II. Re-used Amârma blocks
iv.168A
Block, servant in garden, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Sup. 18149.

The Burlington Magazine cxii [805] (April 1970), Advertisements, fig. on lxiv [upper left]
Omit.
Royal head, diorite, <<<>.

The Burlington Magazine cxii [812] (Nov. 1976), Advertisements, fig. on cxi
800-731-350

The Burlington Magazine cxii [813] (June 1970), pl. II
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramessês II. Re-used Amârma blocks
iv.168A
Block with antelopes and foliage, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 1971.293.

The Burlington Magazine cxii [813] (Sept. 1970), fig. on xxv
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramessês II. Re-used Amârma blocks
iv.168A
Block, groom with horses, fan-bearers, etc. in courtyard, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 1971.295.

The Burlington Magazine cxii [813] (Dec. 1970), fig. on xxix [left upper]
801-531-800

The Burlington Magazine cxiii [818] (May 1971), pl. on xlix
801-715-525
Bronze female statue, with column of text on right shoulder (added later), Dyn. XXII, upper part with Herzer and Co. (dealer).

The Burlington Magazine cxiii [819] (June 1971), pls ii-iv cf. first p. after 358
801-715-525
Bronze female statue, with column of text on right shoulder (added later?), Dyn. XXII, with Herzer and Co. (dealer) in 1971, now in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 71/71.

The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), fig. on xlviii [upper]
Deir el-Bahri. Dyn. XI Temple. Hypostyle, etc.
i2.392A

Seated statue of Amun, Dyn. XVIII, formerly in Bloomfield Hills MI, Cranbrook Academy of Art, 1938.28, now in Hanover, Kestner-Museum.

The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), fig. on xliv [lower]

Objects from Thebes. Statues

i2.783A


Edwards, I. E. S. in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), fig. on 206

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i2.574A

Statuette of King harpooning, 275C, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60709.

Edwards, I.E.S. in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 205 fig. 2

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i2.584A

Effigy of King and ba, 331A, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60720.

Edwards, I.E.S. in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 206 fig. 3

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i2.573A

Gold mask, 256A, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60672.

Edwards, I.E.S. in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 205 fig. 4

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i2.575A

Couch, 73, with Hathor-cow heads, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62013.

Edwards, I.E.S. in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 205 figs. 5-6

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i2.583A

Fan, 242, both sides, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Ent. 62001.

Edwards, I.E.S. in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 205-6 fig. 7

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i².578A
Box, 540, wood and ivory, front, King shooting etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 61477.

Edwards, I.E.S. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxiv [829] (April 1972), 206 fig. 8
Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.

i².584A

Edwards, I.E.S. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxiv [829] (April 1972), 206 fig. 9
Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.

i².575
Statuette of King on panther, 289B, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60715.

Edwards, I.E.S. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxiv [829] (April 1972), 206 fig. 10
Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.

i².574A
Statuette of King with stick, 275B, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60712.

Thebes. KV 62, Tutankhamun.

i².573A
Gold dagger and sheath, 256DD, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 61584.

Simpson in *The Burlington Magazine* cxiv [829] (April 1972), 238 fig. 42 with note 7
Asyût. Miscellaneous Statues

iv.268A

Simpson in *The Burlington Magazine* cxiv [829] (April 1972), 238 n. 9 fig. 40
Edfu Tell. Misc. Statues

v.204A

Simpson in *The Burlington Magazine* cxiv [829] (April 1972), 238 n. 10 figs. 43-4
800-817-150
Simpson in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 241 n. 11 fig. 45
800-823-100

Simpson in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 241 n. 14 figs. 46, 47
801-727-050

Simpson in The Burlington Magazine cxiv [829] (April 1972), 241 n. 16 figs. 48, 49
801-763-090
Upper part of naophorous statue of Treasurer of the King of Lower Egypt, Director of the horse, etc., green schist, Dyn. XXVI-XXVII, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 1970.509.

The Burlington Magazine cxiv [831] (June 1972), Supplement, pl. vii
8
Model boat with 18 oarsmen, wood, Dyn. XI (or XII), in Sandmeier and E. Borowski collins

The Burlington Magazine cxiv [837] (Dec. 1972), Advertisement Supplement, pl. iv
801-766-065
Head from a block-statue, black granite, Dyn. XXV-XXVI, with Herzer (dealer).

The Burlington Magazine cxv (May 1973), fig. on lx
801-690-465
Head of princess, brown grey stone, Amarna Period, with Schots (dealer).

The Burlington Magazine cxv (June 1973), Adverts. fig. on xciv [lower]
800-942-715
Head, probably Ptolemaic, with Borowski (dealer).

The Burlington Magazine cxv (June 1973), Supplement, pl. iii and 2nd p.
Meir. Miscellaneous
iv.256A
Coffins probably from north part of necropolis. Khnemuhotep, with Sandmeier (dealer), Göttingen.

The Burlington Magazine cxv (Aug. 1973), fig. on xvi
8
Block with cartouches of Amenophis IV, with Schots (dealer).

The Burlington Magazine cxv (Nov. 1973), fig. on lxxix [upper]
Omit.
Pink granite male head from a sarcophagus, New Kingdom, sold at Sotheby’s (Dec. 3, 1973, No. 58 with pl.).
Statue-group, Amennakht and wife seated, Dyn. XVIII, formerly in Huston colln., then at Sotheby's in 1973.


iii².597


Blocks, temp. Amenophis IV, with Schots (dealer).

Saqqâra. Miscellaneous

iii².202A

Jamb-fragment, upper part of man, Dyn. VI, in von Kienbusch colln.

<<>>

Temple relief, kneeling Soul of Pe with raised arm, and two columns of text behind, sandstone, Ptolemaic, in Göttingen, Galerie ägyptischer Kunst, in 1973.

Head, Dyn. XIX, with Schots (dealer).

Head, Dyn. XIX, with Schots (dealer).

Man seated and small figure of woman, serpentine, end of Dyn. XII or Dyn. XIII, formerly in K. Talks colln., then at Sotheby's in 1974.

Antef, dedicated by Kheti, with hands flat on sides, serpentine, late Dyn. XII or Dyn. XIII, formerly in K. Talks colln. and at Sotheby's in 1974.
The Burlington Magazine cxvii [865] (April 1975), fig. on xix [upper right]
802-140-670
Bronze statue-base of [Amenardais I], dedicated by Pahe[ter], Dyn. XXV, formerly in N. R. Colville
colln.

The Burlington Magazine cxviii [872] (Nov. 1975), Advertisements, fig. on lxiii [lower]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II. Re-used blocks
iv.168A
Block with middle part of Amenophis IV and Nefertiti behind him, at Sotheby's, New York.

The Burlington Magazine cxviii [879] (June 1976), Supplement, pl. ii
Omit.
Royal statue, lower legs lost, marble, Egyptianizing, at Kamer Galleries, Paris.

The Burlington Magazine cxviii [884] (Nov. 1976), Advertisements, fig. on lxxxix
800-732-715
Colossal head, probably Ramesses II, sandstone, formerly in R. Lordi colln.

The Burlington Magazine cxviii [884] (Nov. 1976), Advertisements, figs. on xci [upper right]
Omit.
Statuette of lion, Late Period or Ptolemaic, formerly in Abemayor colln., now in Mildenberg, L. colln.

The Burlington Magazine cxviii [884] (Nov. 1976), Advertisements, figs. on xci [lower left]
801-431-300
Seated statuette of man, quartzite, late Dyn. XII or Dyn. XIII, formerly in Abemayor colln.

The Burlington Magazine cxix [890] (May 1977), Advertisements, fig. on lii [right]
801-423-200
Statuette, right arm and legs lost, wood, Dyn. XII, at, Sotheby's, New York, in 1977.

The Burlington Magazine cxix [890] (May 1977), Advertisements, fig. on iil
Omit.
Statuette of baboon, beryl, Late Period.

Harris in The Burlington Magazine cxix [890] (May 1977), 340, 343 figs. 33-8
8
Faience knob of handle, with Amenophis IV and Nefertiti adoring sun in barks, formerly in private colln.,
now in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, AE.I.N. 1791.

The Burlington Magazine cxix [895] (Oct. 1977), Advertisements, fig. on ix
Amarna. Miscellaneous Statues
iv.234A
Limestone head of princess with side lock, temp. Amenophis IV, formerly in Smeets, H. E. colln.

The Burlington Magazine cxix [896] (Nov. 1977), Advertisements, figs. on lii [upper middle]
ii^2.165A
Block statue of Wehebre, formerly in Omar Pasha Sultan colln.

The Burlington Magazine cxix [896] (Nov. 1977), Advertisements, figs. on lii [lower]
El-Kôm el-Ahmar Sawâris. Temple.
iv.126A
Block, upper part of King offering sphinx ointment-jar, Ptolemaic.

The Burlington Magazine cx [903] (June 1978), Advertisements, fig. on l [upper]
Red glass head, probably royal, Dyn. XIX, at Sotheby's in 1978.

The Burlington Magazine cxx [915] (June 1979), Advertisements, fig. on xlvi
800-650-740
Seated statue of Rameses II (beloved of Hathor mistress-of-Medjed, head lost, granite, at Sotheby's in 1979.

The Burlington Magazine cxx [920] (Nov. 1979), Advertisements, fig. on cxxxix
801-722-600
Upper part of male statue, granite, Dyn. XXVI, at Sotheby's, New York, in 1979.

The Burlington Magazine cxxi [921] (Dec. 1979), Advertisements, fig. on xxvii
801-722-600
Upper part of statue of man, granite, Dyn. XXVI, at Sotheby's, New York, in 1979.

The Burlington Magazine cxxii [922] (Jan. 1980), Advertisements, fig. on xxx
800-942-855
Royal head, calcite, Ptolemaic, with de Robertis (dealer).

The Burlington Magazine cxxii [925] (April 1980), Advertisements, fig. on lxxxv
Omit.
Head of Osiris, schist, Dyn. XXVI, at Sotheby's in 1980.
Cup of a Sesostris (?), calcite, with A. G. Malloy (dealer).

Coffin of Taat, Dyn. XXV-XXVI, formerly in J. Lee and Lord Amherst collns.

Head of princess, probably from a boundary stela, at Wickert's Kunstauctionen.

Upper part of statue of Sekhmet, granite, temp. Amenophis III, in Raleigh NC, North Carolina Museum of Art, 82.11.

Statuette, wood, Dyn. VI or 1st Int. Period, at Sotheby's, New York, in 1984.

Statuette of hippopotamus, faience, Middle Kingdom, at Gallerie Antiker Kunst, Hamburg, in 1987.


Penny in The Burlington Magazine cxxx (1988), 295 fig. 44

Giza Tomb of Soneb.

Statue-group, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51280.

Pillar-shaped glazed steatite cosmetic container of Amenophis II, at Eton College, Myers Museum, Inv.
63.

Reeves in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxx (1988), 483 fig. 80 (as temp. Tuthmosis IV or Amenophis III)
8
Fragment of anthropoid coffin-lid of Amenhotep, Dyn. XVIII, at Eton College, Myers Museum, Inv. 1289.

Reeves in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxx (1988), 648 with fig. 77
800-493-630

Saqqâra. Objects connected with the Serapeum.
ii².818A

*The Burlington Magazine* cxxxi (1990), fig. vii on 519
801-481-150

*The Burlington Magazine* cxxxiii [1054] (Jan. 1991), Advertisements, fig. on i [lower left]
8

James in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxxiv [1075] (Oct. 1992), 689 fig. 70
Thebes. Temple of Amenophis III. Finds
ii².453(e)

James in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxxiv [1075] (Oct. 1992), 688 fig. 71
8

James in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxxiv [1075] (Oct. 1992), 688 fig. 72
i².670A
Statuette of Nubian girl carrying jar, wood, Dyn. XVIII, in Durham, Oriental Museum, N.752.
James in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxxiv [1075] (Oct. 1992), 689 fig. 73
Kôm Medînet Ghurab. Palace.
iv.113A
Head of Queen Teye, ebony, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 21834.

James in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxxiv [1075] (Oct. 1992), 689 fig. 74
Gebel Barkal. Temple B. 1100 and 1200.
vi.212A
Lion of Amenophis III, with added texts of Tutankhamun and Ay, granite, in London, British Museum, EA 2.

The Burlington Magazine cxxxv [1078] (Jan. 1993), fig. vi on 61
800-870-480
Royal head wearing white crown, 3rd Int. Period or Late Period, in Cincinnati OH, Cincinnati Art Museum, 1991.156.

<<>>

The Burlington Magazine cxxxvii [1102] (Jan. 1995), fig. vi on 60
8

%Bary., N. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxxxvii [1113] (Dec. 1995), 859 fig. 89
Thebes. Objects. Statues
i.790A

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

-Villis, C. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxliii [1163] (Feb. 2000), 76 figs. 1, 2
Omit. (<<>> - vii.411)

%Collins J. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxliii [1163] (Feb. 2000), 93, 97-100 fig. 36
Italy. Rome. Obelisks. 10. Sallustian or Trinità dei Monti obelisk, probably 3rd century A.D.
vi.412A
View.

%Collins J. in *The Burlington Magazine* cxliii [1163] (Feb. 2000), 93, 100 fig. 37
Italy. Rome. Obelisks. 6. Campense or Monte Citorio obelisk, Psammetikhos II. vii.411A
View.

%Collins J. in The Burlington Magazine cxlii [1163] (Feb. 2000), 93-8 fig. 38
Italy. Rome. Obelisks 9. Barberini or Monte Pincio obelisk, Hadrian. vii.412A
View.

%Collins J. in The Burlington Magazine cxlii [1163] (Feb. 2000), 94, 98 fig. 47
Italy. Rome. Obelisks 8. Pamphilian or Piazza Navona obelisk, Domitian. vii.411A
View.

Nothing for Top. Bild.

The Burlington Magazine cxliii [1174] (Jan. 2001) to cxliii [1175] (Feb. 2001)
Nothing for Top. Bild.

- The Burlington Magazine cxliii [1176] (March 2001), Advertisements, x fig.
Omit. (reference not suitable - watercolour of Luxor Temple - ii².301)
<<<<

Nothing for Top. Bild.

%The Burlington Magazine cxliii [1179] (June 2001), Advertisements, fig. on xxv [upper]
801-805-260
Statue of a queen, probably Arsinoe II (wife of Ptolemy II Philadelphus), holding double comucopia, basalt, early Ptolemaic, in St Petersburg, State Hermitage Museum, 3936.
<<<<

The Burlington Magazine cxliii [1180] (July 2001) to cxliii [1185] (Dec. 2001)
Nothing for Top. Bild.

Nothing for Top. Bild.

%The Burlington Magazine cxliv [1197] (Dec. 2002), advertisement on inside front cover, fig. [bottom, 2nd from right]
Detail of face
8
Relief, sculptor's trial piece, bust of man, Ptolemaic, at Antiques Fairs in Bruges and Brussels, in 2002.
The Burlington Magazine cxlv [1198] (Jan. 2003), Advertisements, fig. on x [bottom, 2nd from right]
Detail of face
8
Relief, sculptor’s trial piece, bust of man, Ptolemaic, at Antiques Fairs in Bruges and Brussels, in 2002.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

-Kilinski II, K. in The Burlington Magazine cxlv [1206] (Sept. 2003), 646 figs. 33, 34
Omit. (v.231)

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

-The Burlington Magazine cxlv [1209] (Dec. 2003), advertisement on inside front cover, fig. [bottom, 2nd from right]
Detail of face
8
Relief, sculptor’s trial piece, bust of man, Ptolemaic, at Antiques Fairs in Bruges and Brussels, in 2002.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Rhodes, C. in The Burlington Magazine cxlvi [1211] (Feb. 2004), 99 fig. 26 [left] (from Havell)
Tell Baqîya Miscellaneous
iv.40A

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

-Brown, C. in The Burlington Magazine cxlvi [1214] (May 2004), fig. xvii on 370
Omit. (reference not suitable - watercolour of Luxor Temple - ii².301)

The Burlington Magazine cxlvi [1215] (June 2004) to cxlvi [1220] (Nov. 2004)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

-The Burlington Magazine cxlvi [1221] (Dec. 2004), fig. iii on 856
Omit. (<<<>)

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1237] (April 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1238] (May 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1239] (June 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Advertisement supplements now bound in.
The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1240] (July 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1241] (August 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1242] (September 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1243] (October 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1244] (November 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlviii [1245] (December 2006)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlix [1246] (January 2007)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlix [1247] (February 2007)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlix [1248] (March 2007)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlix [1249] (April 2007)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine cxlix [1250] (May 2007)
Nothing for Top. Bibl.
Nothing for Top. Bibl. (June 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (July 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (August 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (September 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (October 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (November 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (December 2007)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (January 2008)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (February 2008)

Omit. (Ibis)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (March 2008)

Advertisements, x (left middle)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (April 2008)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (May 2008)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (June 2008)

Nothing for Top. Bibl. (July 2008)

The Burlington Magazine [1266] (September 2008)  
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

The Burlington Magazine [1267] (October 2008)  
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Vout, C. in The Burlington Magazine [1268] (Nov. 2008), fig. 70 on 780  
Tivoli. Hadrian's Villa  
vii.417A  
Colossal marble statue of Antinous(?), in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, Inv. 99.